These book/audio packs provide focused lessons that contain valuable how-to insight, essential playing tips, and beneficial information for all players. From comping to soloing, comprehensive treatment is given to each subject. The companion audio features many of the examples in the book performed either solo or with a full band.

**BEBOP JAZZ PIANO**
by John Valerio
This book provides detailed information for bebop and jazz keyboardists on: chords and voicings, harmony and chord progressions, scales and tonality, common melodic figures and patterns, comping, characteristic tunes, the styles of Bud Powell and Thelonious Monk, and more.
00310888 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.99

**BEGINNING ROCK KEYBOARD**
by Mark Harrison
This comprehensive book/CD package will teach you the basic skills needed to play beginner rock keyboard. From comping to soloing, you’ll learn the theory, the tools, and the techniques used by the pros. The accompanying CD demonstrates most of the music examples in the book.
00311932 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $18.99

**BOOGIE-WOOGIE PIANO**
by Todd Lowry
From learning the basic chord progressions to inventing your own melodic riffs, you’ll learn the theory, tools and techniques used by the genre’s best practitioners.
00317067 Book/Online Audio ........................................ $16.99

**BRAZILIAN PIANO**
by Robert Willey and Alfredo Cardim
Brazilian Piano teaches elements of some of the most appealing Brazilian musical styles: choro, samba, and bossa nova. It starts with rhythmic training to develop the fundamental groove of Brazilian music.
00311469 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.99

**CONTEMPORARY JAZZ PIANO**
by Mark Harrison
From comping to soloing, you’ll learn the theory, the tools, and the techniques used by the pros. The full band tracks on the CD feature the rhythm section on the left channel and the piano on the right channel, so that you can play along with the band.
00311848 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.99

**COUNTRY PIANO**
by Mark Harrison
Learn the theory, the tools, and the tricks used by the pros to get that authentic country sound. This book/audio pack covers: scales and chords, walkup and walkdown patterns, comping in traditional and modern country, Nashville “fretted” piano techniques and more.
00311052 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $19.99

**GOSPEL PIANO**
by Kurt Coeling
Discover the tools you need to play in a variety of authentic gospel styles, through a study of rhythmic devices, grooves, melodic and harmonic techniques, and formal design. The accompanying audio features over 90 tracks, including piano examples as well as the full gospel band.
00311527 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.99

**JAZZ-BLUES PIANO**
by Mark Harrison
This comprehensive book will teach you the basic skills needed to play jazz-blues piano. Topics covered include: scales and chords • harmony and voicings • progressions and comping • melodies and soloing • characteristic styles.
00311243 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.99

**JAZZ-ROCK KEYBOARD**
by T. Lavitz
Learn what goes into mixing the power and drive of rock music with the artistic elements of jazz improvisation in this comprehensive book and CD package. This instructional tool delves into scales and modes, and how they can be used with various chord progressions to develop the best in soloing chops.
00310536 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.95

**LATIN JAZZ PIANO**
by John Valerio
This book is divided into three sections. The first covers Afro-Cuban (Afro-Caribbean) jazz, the second section deals with Brazilian influenced jazz – Bossa Nova and Samba, and the third contains lead sheets of the tunes and instructions for the play-along CD.
00313445 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.99

**MODERN POP KEYBOARD**
by Mark Harrison
From chordal comping to arpeggios and ostinatos, from grand piano to synth pads, you’ll learn the theory, the tools, and the tricks used by the pros with this book/CD pack.
00310696 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.99

**NEW AGE PIANO**
by Todd Lowry
From melodic development to chord progressions to left-hand accompaniment patterns, you’ll learn the theory, the tools and the techniques used by the pros. The accompanying 96-track CD demonstrates most of the music examples in the book.
00317322 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $16.99

**POST-BOP JAZZ PIANO**
by John Valerio
This book/CD pack will teach you the basic skills needed to play post-bop jazz piano. Learn the theory, the tools, and the tricks used by the pros to play in the style of Bill Evans, Thelonious Monk, Herbie Hancock, McCoy Tyner, Chick Corea and others. Topics covered include: chord voicings, scales and tonality, modulation; and more.
00311005 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.95

**PROGRESSIVE ROCK KEYBOARD**
by Dan Maske
You’ll learn how soloing techniques, form, rhythm and melodic devices, harmony, and counterpoint all come together to make this style of rock the unique and exciting genre it is.
00311507 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.95

**ROCK 'N ROLL PIANO**
by Andy Winter
Take your place alongside Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard, and other legendary players of the '50s and '60s! This book/CD pack covers: left-hand patterns; basic rock 'n' roll progressions; right-hand techniques; straight eighths vs. swing eighths; glisses, crushed notes, rolls, note clusters and more.
00310823 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.95

**SALSA PIANO**
by Hector Mariguian
From traditional Cuban music to the more modern Puerto Rican and New York styles, you’ll learn the all-important rhythmic patterns of salsa and how to apply them to the piano. The book provides historical, geographical and cultural background info, and the 50+ track CD includes piano examples and a full salsa band percussion section.
00311049 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.95

**SMOOTH JAZZ PIANO**
by Mark Harrison
Learn the skills you need to play smooth jazz piano – the theory, the tools, and the tricks used by the pros. Topics covered include: scales and chords; harmony and voicings; progressions and comping; rhythmic concepts; melodies and soloing: characteristic styles; discussions on jazz evolution.
00311095 Book/CD Pack .............................................. $17.95

**STRIPE & SWING PIANO**
by John Valerio
Learn the styles of the stride and swing piano masters, such as Scott Joplin, Jimmy Yancey, Pete Johnson, Jolly Roll Morton, James P Johnson, Fats Waller, Teddy Wilson, and Art Tatum. This book/CD pack covers classic rags, early blues and boogie woogie, New Orleans jazz and more. Includes 14 songs.
00310882 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.95

**INTRO TO JAZZ PIANO**
by Mark Harrison
From comping to soloing, you’ll learn the theory, the tools, and the techniques used by the pros. The accompanying audio demonstrates most of the music examples in the book. The full band tracks feature the rhythm section on the left channel and the piano on the right channel, so that you can play along with the band.
00312088 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $16.99

**STRIDE & SWING PIANO**
by John Valerio
Learn the styles of the stride and swing piano masters, such as Scott Joplin, Jimmy Yancey, Pete Johnson, Jolly Roll Morton, James P Johnson, Fats Waller, Teddy Wilson, and Art Tatum. This book/CD pack covers classic rags, early blues and boogie woogie, New Orleans jazz and more. Includes 14 songs.
00310882 Book/Online Audio ....................................... $17.95

Prices, contents, and availability subject to change without notice.
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